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Chapter 791: Go! Pikachu! 

"Not you? Who else?" asked the ninja in astonishment. 

Even all the other ninjas and Cang Jingu were wondering if Chen Xiaobei had brought some kind of elites 

to fight alongside him. Right after they finished talking, a shadow strode toward them from the woods. 

"Is that a wolf? What is that thing on the wolf's head?" 

Immediately, the intermediate-tier ninja glanced at the creature. 

"Xiaobai? Sirius?" 

Within seconds, Cang Jingu managed to recognize them. As the security guard of the Zhuang Family, 

Cang Jingu was close to most of the family members in the mansion. Sometimes, Xiaobai and Sirius 

would help him to take care of some assassins when they felt like it. That was why they were so close to 

each other. 

"What! I thought there is a wolf coming at us! It's just a dog and a kitty on top of him! Heh! Please don't 

tell me that my new opponents are these two animals!" 

Upon hearing that, all the ninjas around them started roaring with laughter. It seemed like they could 

not care less about Xiaobai and Sirius. 

"You guys better apologize to them right now! The two of them are Divine Beasts! Calling them animals 

will cause you to be killed!" 

"Huh? Apologize to them? There must be something wrong with your brain! If these two animals are 

Divine Beasts, then I should be a deity to them! I can kill the Amaterasu in Japan ten thousand times 

with only a single breath! Hahaha…" 

"Bro Bei, what the hell is that idiot talking about? He laughs like a complete moron!" 

Xiaobai could not understand Japanese. That was why he was looking at the ninja disdainfully. 

"He is chiding you and Sirius! There are a lot of bad words coming out from his mouth! Definitely not 

pretty!" 

"What?! How dare that idiot scold me?! Sirius! Let's go!" said Xiaobai while swinging its paw. 

*Roar!* 

Sirius roared and strode toward his enemies. 

"Don't go! Our enemies are equipped with True Nirvana cultivation. There's no way that the two of you 

can defeat him! And there is a Lightning Fissure Formation amongst them! Attacking them is equivalent 

to suicide!" 

Cang Jingu obviously knew that Xiaobei and Sirius were Seven-Star Spiritual Beast with 25,000 combat 

power. Judging that the formation and the combined strength of the ninjas could kill an elite with 
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30,000 combat power with ease, Cang Jingu deduced that the two of them would be killed within 

seconds. However, Xiaobai and Sirius were not afraid at all. Ignoring Cang Jingu 's advice, they just kept 

on marching toward the enemies. 

"Hmph! These two animals are not afraid of death! Watch me kill them!" 

Laughing in a mocking manner, the intermediate-tier ninja did not even bother to channel True Kang to 

his body. He just wanted to swing his katana at them to kill the two of them. 

"Bro Bei! Stop them!" shouted Cang Jingu. 

"There's no need to rush. They are going to evolve soon anyway," said Chen Xiaobei while shrugging. 

"Evolve? What do you mean by that?" 

"They are going to evolve from Seven-Star Spiritual Beast to Eight-Star Spiritual Beast! The two of them 

came into my room just now to tell me about it. I think they know that they are going to evolve really 

soon! Don't worry about them! Both of them are smart enough not to do anything stupid!" 

"Alright…" 

Upon hearing that, Cang Jingu could finally let out a sigh of relief. Still, he was frowning because he had 

no idea how Sirius and Xiaobei were going to defeat the enemies. 

"Go! Sirius!" 

Sirius dashed at his enemies with no fear after Xiaobei swung his claw. 

"I feel like I'm in a Pokemon world! Go! Pikachu! Hahaha…" 

Chen Xiaobei could not help but laugh after listening to their conversation. 

"Bro Bei! Pikachu is a virtual creature! Only kids will believe in them… There are no Pokemon in this 

world… Do you think the two of them are powerful enough to defeat the enemies?" said Cang Jingu. 

"Stupid animals! Die!" 

"Roar!" 

Suddenly, Sirius bellowed loudly. The next thing that they saw was enough to scare them for life. Sirius's 

body went through a huge transformation in front of everyone. His size was getting bigger and bigger. 

He was now as big as a bull with glossy jet black fur. All his fangs and claws became extremely sharp as 

well. A fearsome beast king aura was exuding right out from him. 

"Oh my god… Pikachu just evolved!" 

Taken aback, the intermediate-tier ninja and Cang Jingu thought that they were watching a real-life 

Pokemon evolve in front of them. 

"Damn! This is so cool!" 

Though Chen Xiaobei had mentally prepared earlier, he still felt shocked after watching Sirius go through 

a huge transformation. 



Ding! 

[Eight-Star Spiritual Beast. Health: Obsidian Gale Spiritual Form (Pinnacle). Combat Power: 30,000!] 

"30,000 combat power. That is equivalent to an elite with True Nirvana cultivation! Now, he can surely 

defeat enemies that are below True Nirvana cultivation! This is definitely a huge improvement for him! 

Too damn awesome!" 

"What the hell! What kind of monster is this? I'm going to f*cking kill you right now!" 

Raising his katana, the intermediate-tier ninja was ready to kill Sirius. 

*Shinng* 

Immediately, Sirius's claws swung in the air and collided with the katana. 

"Shit! I underestimated the enemy!" 

Without True Kang, the ninja's katana was definitely not as powerful. His weakness was shown after 

Sirius used his claw to hit his katana. 

*Swoosh!* 

With lightning speed, Sirius put his claw on the ninja's throat and wanted to decapitate him. 

"He is so fast! Though Sirius has no True Kang, his speed is definitely faster than elites that have the 

same combat power with him! So, this is the talent of a Spiritual Beast!" said Chen Xiaobei. 

"So powerful! I will be killed within seconds if I'm in his shoes!" said Cang Jingu fearfully. 

"Save me!" 

It seemed that intermediate-tier ninja was about to be killed because he looked down on Sirius. 

*Pow!* 

Suddenly, a stream of lightning charged at Sirius. Out of the eight ninjas hiding in the bush, one of them 

managed to react to the circumstances and cast lightning to save the intermediate-tier ninja. 

*Pow!* 

Sirius was sent flying three meters away by the bolt of lightning. However, he did not collapse and 

instead dug his claw into the ground to regain balance. To their surprise, there were no visible injuries 

on Sirius's body! Only smoke could be seen! Even his fur was not burned! 

This was truly unbelievable! 

"How is that even possible… Not even the ninja with Halfstep True Nirvana cultivation could cause harm 

on him!" 

"And there was no True Kang on him when the lightning bolt struck! All he did was using his bare body 

to take the hit! Could he be some kind of alien?!" 

"Monster! Monster!" 



All the ninjas howled in terror as if they just saw a ghost. 

"Don't panic! Let's work together and borrow power from the formation to kill him!" shouted the 

intermediate-tier ninja furiously. 

"Hehe… I know you have the formation! But! I have my trump card as well!" 

"Xiaobai! I choose you! Evolve!" 

"How juvenile..." 

Xiaobai rolled his eyes at Chen Xiaobei and began evolving. 
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Chapter 792: Obsidian Gale Shadow 

"Roar!" Xiaobei roared loudly. His body started getting bigger. Now, he was as big as Sirius. The fur on its 

body was pure like snow, almost flawless. His fangs and claws were white as a jade sculpture. At the 

same time, the sharpness of it could also be compared with a real knife! 

'Who would have thought that a little kitty will grow into a white lion?! And the king-like aura that is 

emanating from him is more powerful and dominant than Sirius! That is why Xiaobai is known as the 

king of all beasts!' 

"Good heavens… There is one more monster coming at us… Am I dreaming?" 

The group of ninjas shrieked in terror. Immediately, they could feel that something really bad was about 

to happen to them. 

"T-this is just crazy…" 

On the other hand, Cang Jingu was just as shock as them. To his surprise, the little lazy kitty that he saw 

every day had evolved into a ferocious lion! Having to witness such a huge transformation, it was really 

hard for him to accept it. 

Ding! 

[Cultivation: Eight-Star Spiritual Beast. Health: Azure Frost Divine Form (Primary). Combat power: 

30,000!] 

"Damn! My Xiaobai! Show me your talent now!" said Chen Xiaobei with great anticipation. 

"Formation! Quick! We have to kill one of them first! If not we will be in grave danger!" 

The intermediate-tier ninja raised his katana and shouted at the rest of ninjas around him. Clearly, he 

knew that Xiaobai and Sirius were beings did not belong in this world. Also, there was no way that they 

could defeat them no matter what. Left with no other options, they had to end the fight as soon as 

possible. If not, they would end up in a very bad shape. 

*Buzz* 

*Buzz* 
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Immediately, all the other ninjas channeled their lightning attribute True Qi to their katanas! Most of 

them were just elites with Halfstep True Nirvana cultivation. The lightning that they embedded in their 

katanas was not real. However, with the help of the formation, the destructive power of their attack 

would be increased by folds! And the intermediate-tier ninja would definitely boost their team's power 

even further. 

*Boom!* 

Followed by the sound of thunder, lightning lit the entire place up. A giant and fierce looking lightning 

bird was flying on top of the katana – ready to strike its prey. 

"Go and kill that black wolf first!" 

Narrowing his eyes, the intermediate-tier ninja locked on to Sirius and roared, "Lightning Fissure! 

Thousand Birds!" 

*Whoosh* 

When the katana swung, the lightning bird charged at Sirius swiftly. 

"Crap! It's that skill again!" 

Feeling nervous and afraid, Cang Jingu could not help but shake his body involuntarily. Considering that 

he almost killed by this skill, that was why he was worried for Sirius. 

"This skill is really powerful! No doubt! But, he has to be fast enough to land the hit on Sirius!" 

"With that kind of speed, it's impossible that it will miss Sirius!" 

Judging that lightning bird had 40,000 combat power and its speed could be boosted with its lightning 

attribute, Cang Jingu knew better than anyone that it was definitely not possible for him to dodge the 

attack. 

"Obsidian Gale… Shadow!" 

Suddenly, Sirius went into hyperfocus mode and roared. 

*Boom!* 

Followed by the loud roar, the lightning bird landed on Sirius and managed to tear him into pieces. Its 

destructive power even caused fissure on the ground! 

"Success! Hahaha!" 

"Lightning Fissure is really powerful! It just killed the black wolf with a single hit! I believe it can do the 

same to that white lion! This victory will eventually belong to Japan! Hahahaha!" 

"This is awesome! As long as we can kill that white lion, we will be able to capture it! And we will be 

known as heroes after we return to our country! With that being said, there will only be chaos left in 

China! Hahaha…" 

After hearing all that, Cang Jingu was shaken. 



"Bro Bei… Sirius… Is he dead?" 

"Are you dumb? If he is dead, there would be blood on the ground! Now, can you see blood on the 

ground?" 

"Blood? No blood! There is not a single drop of blood on the ground! So… The thing that the lightning 

bird destroyed just now was Sirius's shadow?" 

*Rustle* 

*Rustle* 

*Rustle* 

The sound of wind could be heard right after Cang Jingu finished talking. Followed by that, six similar 

looking black wolves appeared. From the looks of it, there was no way to tell which one was real or fake! 

"What the hell is going on? Didn't the lightning bird kill that black wolf just now? Why are there more 

black wolves coming at us… Oh god… Are they all ghosts?" 

The smiles on the ninjas' faces were replaced with fear. 

"Awoooo!" 

Immediately, six black wolves charged at the intermediate-tier ninja at the same time. 

"Shit! Stop those monsters!" 

Out of fear, the intermediate-tier ninja swung his katana at one of the black wolves. 

*Swoosh* 

When the katana landed on the black wolf, it was destroyed but there was no blood spilled on the 

ground! It was just an illusion! 

"Fake… It's fake…" 

The group of ninjas could not believe what they just saw. 

*Boom!* 

*Boom!* 

*Boom!* 

At the same time, all eight ninjas channeled streams of lightning to strike at the remaining five wolves. 

With that flawless teamwork, they managed to kill all of them. However, all five of them were just 

illusions! None of them could locate the real black wolf after the attack. 

*Whoosh!* 

Suddenly, a shadow charged at one of the ninjas at extreme speed. 

"It's here!" 



Within seconds, the intermediate-tier ninja could sense that something was coming at them. Since he 

was no ordinary human being, he immediately channeled their crimson True Kang to protect himself. 

Earlier, he almost got himself killed for underestimating the enemy. This time he was going to use all his 

True Qi to form True Kang armor on himself. Now, he was completely covered in the True Kang armor. 

Seemingly, there was no attack in this world that could cause harm to him. 

"I would really love to see that how the hell you are going to break my True Kang armor!" 

Clearly, the intermediate-tier ninja was really confident of his True Kang armor. 

"Sirius's movement speed is so damn fast! However, I still think he doesn't have enough power to break 

True Kang armor! He should kill all those eight ninjas first!" said Cang Jingu. It was as if he had figured 

out the entire thing. 

"Hehe… You have underestimated him. The skill, Obsidian Gale Shadow is more than just speed! With 

extreme speed, it can break almost everything in this world!" said Chen Xiaobei. 

*Crack!* 

Like a cannon, Sirius landed on the intermediate-tier ninja! The sound of an item cracking could be 

heard echoing in the air. Right after that, the intermediate-tier ninja started to scream in agony. 

"Ouch... How is this even possible? How did he break my True Kang armor?" 

Sirius managed to bite and hold on to the intermediate-tier ninja's left shoulder. The sharp fangs were 

causing extreme pain to his body. 

*Phisssh* 

Shaking his head, Sirius ripped off the intermediate-tier ninja's entire left shoulder. Blood was spurting 

everywhere like a fountain. It was absolutely horrifying! 
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Chapter 793: Absolute Zero Zone 

"Ugh…" 

Followed by the agonizing scream, the intermediate-tier ninja picked up the katana with his right and 

prepared to attack Sirius with it. 

*Swoosh* 

Without True Kang, there was no way for Sirius to block this 30,000 combat power attack. Seeing that he 

had hurt him plenty, Sirius decided to retreat for now. He then tossed the tore left arm aside and 

stepped around ten meters back. 

"F*cking animal! Give me back my left arm!" shouted the ninja hysterically. 

He was experiencing pain, anger, and shock at the same time. He was surprised as he would have never 

thought that how was it possible for a black wolf that was as powerful as him to break his True Kang 

armor. This whole thing was beyond his understanding because this had never happened to him before. 
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On the other hand, the rest of the ninjas and Cang Jingu were just as shock as the intermediate-tier 

ninja. At that moment, Chen Xioabei was the only one that knew the truth behind it. 

"This is just so powerful! Before they evolve to human form, there is simply no way for them to use any 

martial arts skill. However, their unique talents definitely made up for that! And it is even more powerful 

than most of the martial arts skills! With the same combat power, a human can never defeat them!" 

"Sirius is now an Eight-Star Spiritual Beast! I'm wondering if the can defeat a demigod if he is in Divine 

Form?! If that's the case, I need to figure out something to increase their strength as soon as possible! 

Once they managed to evolve successfully, there will be creatures that are as powerful as demigods to 

protect me! That is going to be so awesome!" 

After putting some thought into it, Chen Xiaobei felt really excited. 

"Master intermediate ninja! The enemies are just too powerful for us to handle! Let's retreat for now! 

We won't be able to run away from them if we don't flee now!" 

Under the dire circumstance, all the other ninjas had made up their minds to flee for now. Clearly, they 

knew better than anyone that all of them would be killed if they continued to fight with them. And 

fleeing from the scene was their only option left. 

"Retreat! We shall return after we regain our strength!" 

Even the intermediate ninja had come to a realization that he should not continue to fight with them. 

Being forced to make a hard decision, he decided to flee from them as well. 

*Swoosh!* 

*Swoosh!* 

Immediately, all the other eight ninjas threw ball-like firecrackers on the ground. 

"Shit! Those are specially made toxic bombs! A huge amount of toxic gas will be released into the air 

once the bombs explode! And it can cause great harm to our skin – making us impossible to pursue 

them!" exclaimed Cang Jingu. 

"Xiaobai! They are about to run away from us. You will have no chance to prove yourself if you don't 

attack them now." 

"They can never run away from us! Watch me! Absolute Zero Zone!" 

Xiaobai roared and his king-like aura filled the atmosphere immediately. With him in the center, 

everything that was within five meters around him was covered with a layer of frost. Soon, the entire 

space was painted white. 

*Klak* 

*Klak* 

*Klak* 



Every step that Xiaobai took would form a frosty pawprint on the ground. One could imagine how low 

the temperature around him was. Upon seeing that, everyone was taken aback. However, the thing that 

shocked them the most was about to be unveiled. All those toxic bombs that they threw in the air earlier 

were being slowed down after Xiaobai covered them in Absolute Zero Zone. It was as if the extremely 

low temperature in the Absolute Zero Zone had managed to freeze the time and space. 

That was a truly an unbelievable moment for them. Two seconds later, the outer layer of the toxic 

bombs was covered with a layer of frost. And they fell onto the ground without exploding – making 

them duds. 

"What the hell… What kind of monster is that…" 

Feeling afraid, all those ninjas started to shriek hysterically. The thing that they just saw would only 

happen in Sci-fi movies! It could be possible to be real! If it was not for the cold breeze, they would have 

thought that they were actually just dreaming – nothing was real. 

"So cold… What is going on this time?" 

"Are you a retard?! This is not the time to figure out such thing! Run…" 

"Run… So cold… I can feel that my body is freezing! I don't think we can run…" 

"No… I don't want to die just yet… It's so cold… I can't move my body…" 

Soon, every single one of them was covered in frost – turning into an ice sculpture. All the oxygen in 

their bodies was removed after their flesh and blood were frozen. Seemingly, they would eventually 

meet their maker any time from now. 

"A bunch of weaklings!" Xiaobai said disdainfully. 

He then deactivated his Absolute Zero Zone. During the entire time of killing those nine ninjas, all 

Xiaobai did was walk around like he was in a park. He did not even go into any combat stance. During 

that period of time, nine ninjas were killed by his ability. 

"Xiaobai! Your ability is so damn cool! Too awesome!" said Chen Xiaobei. 

"Of course!" 

"The evolution that you just went through has granted you with a great boost in power! From today 

onward, all the enemies that are below True Nirvana cultivation can longer defeat the two of you! You 

can now kill and destroy them with ease!" 

"That is just exaggerating… A lot of Spiritual Qi will be spent after we use our talent to defeat our 

enemies! Without a constant supply of Spiritual Qi, we will have to rest for a week before we can use 

our ability t again!" explained Sirius. 

"Huh? You need to recharge for a week but your ability can only last for three minutes?" 

No doubt, the ability of a Spiritual Beast was really powerful. However, it was really frustrating to wait 

for such a long cooldown time. Of course, if Chen Xiaobei managed to look for more Spiritual Qi and 

gave them to Xiaobai and Sirius, they would be able to use their ability again. 



In the end, Spiritual Qi was still scarce to Chen Xiaobei. Upon thinking about that, Chen Xiaobei could 

not help but think of the auction that was going to be held on the first day of the Lunar New Year on 

Paradise Island. And he would sneak into Zhuang Family's vault on the second day of the Lunar New 

Year! These two important days would determine how well-equipped was Chen Xiaobei when he 

traveled to Japan. 

"Little Cang. Please clear the bodies." 

"Xiaobai, Sirius, you guys can go back to your usual form. We can go back to sleep now." 

"Go back to usual form?" 

"Who told you that we can go back to our previous form?" 

"Huh? You guys can't go back to your previous form?" 

Cold sweat started to drip from Chen Xiaobei's forehead. He could not imagine how his family would 

react when they saw a wolf that was as big as a bull and a lion in his mansion. 
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'Thing is going to turn awkward if they can't turn back to their usual form. What if I tell my mom that her 

favorite Xiaobai has turned into a lion king? And what if I tell my dad the Sirius that he has turned into a 

wolf king? Damn! It would cause an uproar!' The whole thing was just too chaotic for Chen Xiaobei to 

imagine. 

"Why didn't you guys tell me earlier that you can't go back to your previous form? Set aside my own 

family, if an outsider knows about your existence, I'm afraid they will treat the two of you like aliens and 

capture you to some research facility to study you!" 

"The two of us intentionally came and looked for you to tell you that we are going to evolve into a 

different Spiritual Beast! Are you really going to blame us for not being able to change back to our 

previous form?!" 

"Should I be the one to be blamed for it?" 

Chen Xiaobei felt regret and frustration that he did not fight the battle. 

"Bro Bei, why not you ask the one that gave you Heavenly Pet Food? Maybe the deity can come up with 

something to help us," said Sirius. 

"Oh right! I still have the Red Envelope Group to help me!" 

Immediately, Chen Xiaobei took out his phone and dove right into the Red Envelope Group chat. Earlier, 

Bull Demon King was the one that gave Xiaobai to Chen Xiaobei and Xiao Tianquan was the one that 

gave him Heavenly Pet Food. After putting some thought into it, he figured out that it would be best if 

he contacted his brotherhood chat group first. Xiao Tianquan was after all more reliable than Bull 

Demon King. 
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Chen Xiaobei: @Xiao Tianquan. Brother. Are you there? I have some urgent business that requires your 

help! 😅 

Chang'e: God Chen! 😊 Xiao Tianquan is not here. The Lunar New Year is just around the corner, he has 

gone for the military parade rehearsal with God Erlang. 

Chen Xiaobei: Military parade? What is that? 

Chang'e: Every year, there will be a military parade held in heaven. This year, they have decided to keep 

it simple. I guess Xiao Tianquan should be coming back soon. 

Chen Xiaobei: Uhhh… It's really hard for me to believe that there is a military parade in heaven as well. 

😅 

Chang'e: Heaven is going to be filled with joy during the Lunar New Year! A lot of joyful events will be 

held during that period of time. For example, military parade, Lunar New Year Eve, Lantern Festival, and 

Golden Lady Queen Mother's birthday ceremony. It is also known as the Saturn Peach Feast! 

Chen Xiaobei: This sounds really exciting! I'm really surprised that there is Saturn Peace Feast! Do you 

think you can get me a couple of Saturn Peaches? � 

Chang'e: A couple of them?! 😲 My God Chen, you have a really good imagination! The ordinary deities 

in heaven do not even get the chance to have a taste of Saturn Peach. And those high-ranked deities will 

be given only one Saturn Peach. It's just not possible for me to get you a few. 

Monkey King: Who told you that? I will cause havoc at the Saturn Peach Feast one more time if my 

brother wants to have a taste of it! I will personally get him 339-thousand-year-old Saturn Peach ! 1 

Chen Xiaobei: Err… I'm just saying! Bro, please don't do it! Have you forgotten that you were kept inside 

Laotzu's cauldron for a very long time after you made a huge mess at the Saturn Peach Feast? 

Monkey King: Psst! I'm a stone monkey that was born from the Pentacolor Divine Stone after Sister 

Nuwo touched it! 

Yanwang: My Monkey King! You've got to be kidding! 

NeZha: You don't have to go cause a commotion at Saturn Peach Feast! Every year, Old Wang and I will 

get one Saturn Peach each! We can share some with God Chen when we receive it. 

Old Wang: Good idea! NeZha will get a three-thousand-year-old Saturn Peach! And I will get the same as 

well. Something magical will happen if an ordinary human being consumes it! 

Monkey King: Are you guys dumb? Members of Chanism will be watching the two of you! We can't even 

send him a Red Envelope! How are you going to send a Saturn Peach to him? 

NeZha: Err… I'm one of the members of Chanism. I wouldn't dare to do anything that will break the law. 

😰 

Old Wang: I'm one of the officers in heaven. I don't think I can do it as well. 😣 



Yanwang: We just need to deal with Jiang Ziya! Everything will be fine after we deal with him! The 

Primeval Lord of Heaven is the one that gives Jiang Ziya the authority to keep an eye on God Chen! 

Chang'e: I don't think it's possible to please him! He is after all the favorite disciple of Primeval Lord of 

Heaven! At the same time, he is also his most trusted disciple! No way that we can convince him to side 

with us! 

NeZha: You are right. Shishu Jiang is a very traditional man! He will do whatever Primeval Lord of 

Heaven tells him to do! And he has never once disobeyed him! 

Chen Xiaobei: Hehe… What if I tell you guys that I have already dealt with Jiang Ziya? 

Old Wang: This is not possible… 

Monkey King: Brother. This is definitely an exaggerated statement! We all know that Jiang Ziya is not 

exactly an easygoing person! 

Chen Xiaobei: So, you guys don't believe me? 😈 

Hong Haier: I don't believe it no matter what! 

Chen Xiaobei: Look at this. If you don't believe in me. 

Right after that, Chen Xiaobei screenshot his chat history and uploaded it to the group. In the 

conversation, they could see that Jiang Ziya had broken the law by sending a Red Envelope to Chen 

Xiaobei. Because he wanted a Living Soil, he had to recover all the merit points that he took from Chen 

Xiaobei and add on another 10,000 Spiritual Stones as well. Clearly, Jiang Ziya had disobeyed the decree 

sent by Primordial Lord of Heaven. 

Broke the law! 

Broke the law while knowing that it was wrong! 

Broke the law as a law enforcer! 

With these three sins, Chen Xiaobei had managed to control him. Following that, Chen Xiaobei asked a 

piece of Divine Ear Talisman from Jiang Ziya. Left without options, Jiang Ziya had to send it to Chen 

Xiaobei without putting up a fight. He was afraid that Chen Xiaobei might report everything that he did 

to Primordial Lord of Heaven and he would be punished and lose Primordial Lord of Heaven's trust. 

Yanwang: Damn! God Chen! You are awesome! I can't believe that you managed to take care of Jiang 

Ziya! 

Chang'e: But, I don't think it's appropriate to threaten Jiang Ziya. 

Monkey King: Why not? That old bastard kept on trying to set my brother up! So, why is my Bro Bei not 

allowed to threaten him? 

Hong Haier: You are right! That old bastard is a mean person! We should definitely do it to him! 

NeZha: Yes! Though I'm one of the members of Chanism, I have to say that most of the things that he 

did are not justifiable! It's time to let him have a taste of what he did to us! 



Old Wang: As an officer in heaven, I agree as well! 

Chang'e: Maybe I'm just too soft-hearted. 😳 Since Jiang Ziya is under God Chen's control, we should ask 

him to look for Xiao Tianquan. 

NeZha: Yea! God Erlang is a Chanism member as well! He definitely has the authority to give Xiao 

Tianquan a day off. 

Chen Xiaobei: Alright! There's an important favor that I need to ask from Xiao Tianquan! Talk later! 

Monkey King: Remember to go and prepare Red Envelopes after you deal with your important business! 

There will be a great wave of Red Envelopes flooding the group during the eve of Chinese New Year. 

Those who refuse to give out Red Envelope will be despised by everyone! 

Yanwang: I want spicy sticks and Tiramisu with gold foil! 

Chang'e: I want Tiramisu with gold foil as well…😊 

NeZha: Me too. Ahahah! 😘 

Hong Haier: Do you want some alcohol as well? I can go to the supermarket right now to buy a hundred 

boxes of it! 

Chen Xiaobei: Haha! No problem! I will get it done! I will make sure that everyone will be pleased with 

my Red Envelopes! 

With that, Chen Xiaobei exited the group and went looking for Jiang Ziya. 

Chen Xiaobei: Old Jiang! You have three seconds to reply me! 😤 

Jiang Ziya: Shidi Xiaobei… How can I help you? 

Chen Xiaobei: I have two Spiritual Beasts that have just undergone a huge transformation after evolving 

from Seven-Star to Eight-Star Spiritual Beast! Is there a way to bring them back to their previous form? 

Jiang Ziya: Yes… There is… But it's quite troublesome… Bruhh 😂 
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Chapter 795: Arrived at Paradise Island 

Chen Xiaobei: What kind of trouble? Just tell me! 

Jiang Ziya: In order to allow them to change back to their previous form, they have to learn a skill called 

Metamorphose Divine Art. However, their Dao Paths are not good enough to learn this skill. The only 

option left is taking the Spiritual Beast Restoration Pill. 

Chen Xiaobei: Take pills? I don't see a problem there. Are you trying to tell me that there will be side 

effects? 

Jiang Ziya: There are no side effects. Chang'e Jade Rabbit had taken a Spiritual Beast Restoration Pill 

quite some time ago. That is why it can maintain its little rabbit form! And it can transform into a huge 

Spiritual Beast or even a human! 
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Chen Xiaobei: This is exactly the thing that I want! Quick! Send it to me! 

Jiang Ziya: Uh... Let me finish my sentence first… It's extremely hard to concoct this pill! Other than the 

Grand Supreme Lord Laotzu, no one else possesses this pill! 

Chen Xiaobei: I don't care! Just get me two of it! I want it now! 

Jiang Ziya: Shidi, you are forcing me to do something that is impossible to achieve! Considering that the 

Primordial Lord of Heaven has made a new decree that one shouldn't send Red Envelope to others! It's 

extremely risky for me to send you my own item! Asking for Red Envelopes from others is no different 

from asking the Primordial Lord of Heaven to punish me! 

Chen Xiaobei: You have tried more than one time to push me into hell! It's not my problem if you get 

yourself in a sticky situation! 

Jiang Ziya: Alright! It's true that it's not my problem if I got myself in a tough spot! The problem is you 

will be punished alongside with me as well! I'm afraid that the Primordial Lord of Heaven would take 

matters into his own hands! I don't think you will be able to survive the punishment! 

Chen Xiaobei: Hmph! Don't try to scare me! I'm not afraid of your threat! I'm pretty sure you remember 

that you are the one that begged me to receive your Red Envelope! He has no right to punish me! 

Jiang Ziya: I was tricked by you! 

Chen Xiaobei: You have ten minutes to bring me the pills! Don't force me to upload our conversation to 

the Red Envelope Group! You are no better than a piece of dead meat if I do so! 

Jiang Ziya: You win again! You better pray that no one would find out about this! Even if the Primordial 

Lord of Heaven decides not to punish in public, he will definitely turn our lives into a living hell secretly! 

Chen Xiaobei: Cut the crap! Just go and do it! 

After a short period of time, Chen Xiaobei's phone vibrated. 

Ding! 

[Congratulation! You have received a Red Envelope from Jiang Ziya. You have acquired two Spiritual 

Beast Restoration Pills and it has been stored inside your treasure chest!] 

"Hmph! I knew it! He has this pill in his possession all this time! Don't even try to trick me! I'm just too 

smart!" 

With a smile, Chen Xiaobei took out these two pills from his treasure chest. 

"Xiaobai! Sirius! Come and take these pills!" 

Immediately, the two of them marched toward Chen Xiaobei and took the pills. Following that, 

something magical happened right before Chen Xiaobei. A faded yellow light surrounded them and their 

bodies started to minimize to their previous size. 

"Try to quiet down and check with your body. Do you think you can go back to your battle form?" 



"Yes! We can. The pills that you just gave us are very high-tier divine pills! Our bodies have just gone 

through a very special transformation. We can now change our form whenever we want. It's really 

convenient." 

"Alright! Let's head back!" 

Nodding with satisfaction, Chen Xiaobei brought Xiaobai and Sirius back to his mansion. After they left, 

Cang Jingu used Body Dissolving Poison to deal with the bodies. 

.... 

On the second morning. 

Chen Xiaobei left the mansion early in the morning to go and look for the things that he was going to 

send to the Red Envelope Group. In the end, he had managed to purchase thirty thousand packets of 

spicy sticks, thirty thousand bottles of WaHaHa High-Cal Milk, thirty thousand packets of sausages, and 

three thousand pounds of mini lobsters! In order to avoid suspicion, Chen Xiaobei had gone to quite a 

number of supermarkets and wet markets to get all the things that he needed. Soon, a day had passed. 

...… 

The third day from today would be the eve of the Lunar New Year. Chen Xiaobei's family were prepared 

to travel to Paradise Island. Xiangyu, NeZha, and Hong Haier finished up their remaining work and made 

a trip to Chen Xiaobei's mansion as soon as possible. Considering that the three of them used to live 

with them under the same roof quite some time ago, they had managed to blend into Chen Xiaobei's 

family really quickly. 

Not too long after, Song Qincheng and Wenyuan arrived at Chen Xiaobei's mansion as well. The two of 

them were good friends of Murong Xiaoyao. With the help of Murong Xiaoyao and their good 

characters, they managed to blend into the family as well. Initially, Chen Xioabei did ask two of his 

disciples, Feng Qingyang and Tai Yitan to join him to travel to Paradise Island. However, it seemed like 

the Ice Demon that Feng Qingyang's cultivation was to undergo evolution soon! That was why he 

decided not to join Chen Xiaobei. On the other hand, Tai Yitan wanted to focus on studying the new 

book that Chen Xioabei just gave to him. 

So, the two of them had decided to stay at Bei Xuan Faction to continue to improve themselves. They 

departed to the airport after everyone that was supposed to travel to Paradise Island had arrived at 

Chen Xiaobei's mansion. Upon arriving at the airport, the private jet that Focker prepared for them was 

already waiting for them. Because it was a private jet, Xiaobai and Sirius had to enter the cabin to fly off. 

However, the two of them were being neglected because the little Fire Boss was so cute that the crowd 

kept on playing with him. 

After some time, they finally arrived at Paradise Island. The crowd was in awe when they saw the 

beautiful scenery of Paradise Island when they got off the private jet. Focker and Hades were there 

waiting for them when they arrived at the airport. There were Maybach lined in front of them – ready to 

send them the most luxurious hotel on the island. The reason why Chen Xiaobei chose not to stay inside 

Focker's white castle was to avoid getting in touch with the Rothschild's family. 



After taking a good rest, all of them started to enjoy themselves to the fullest on the island. All the 

women went to the shopping mall to do some shopping. They could easily find some of the most 

luxurious and branded items in the shopping mall. Earlier, Chen Xiaobei had already told Focker to let 

them take whatever they want for free. And Focker would pay the bills after they left the island. 

As for the men. 

Their activities were far more interesting. 

Chen Xiaobei's father, Jin Liu, and Old Wang went to a Chinese restaurant. There were gorgeous ladies 

pouring tea for them. They also got to relax and have a good chat as well. 

Xiangyu, Murong Tian, and Fire Boss were really fond of drinking alcohol. Some of the best alcohol was 

being served on this island. They could drink to their heart's content. 

Xiaobai and Sirius had nothing much to do on the island. In the end, Focker brought the two of them to a 

posh spa center. There were two super pretty ladies massaging them. Most of the men would get really 

jealous if they saw the way that they were being treated. 

Lastly, Hong Haier and Jin Fei were the perverted ones. The two of them decided to head to the brothel 

once they got to know each other. They even try to convince NeZha and Cang Jingu to go with them. 

"What is a brothel?" asked NeZha curiously. 

"Brothel can help you to relax your body! Think of it as a game! I can guarantee that you will want to go 

again after experiencing it for the first time!" said Hong Haier while laughing like a big bad wolf. 

"No! Not only a second time! Countless times! That game would make you feel as happy as a deity! 

Hehe!" said Jin Fei fervently. His saliva was about to flow out from his mouth. 

"Look at the two of you! Such perverted faces! I don't think a brothel is a good place!" 

Though NeZha was innocent, he was smart enough to know that the both of them were not being 

entirely honest. 
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Chapter 796: Met an Enemy by Acciden 

*Bop!* 

Hong Haier's head was knocked by someone really hard. 

*Ouch…* 

"Bro Bei! Why did you hit my head?! My skull is going to be crushed by you soon!" said Hong Haier while 

touching his head. 

"I have never objected or supported when you say you want to go to a brothel! However, I will never 

allow you corrupt NeZha!" 

"Alright! I will bring Little Cang and Jin Fei with me to the brothel! Happy…?" 

"Get lost!" 
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After spending some time on earth, Hong Haier was no longer hot-headed. He also knew that Jin Fei and 

Cang Jingu would never disobey Chen Xiaobei. The three of them then left Chen Xiaobei and NeZha 

alone. 

"Bro Bei. What is a brothel?" asked NeZha. 

"That place is not meant for kids. I would advise you not to talk about it anymore! I'm done with my 

business here. How about I bring you to the shopping mall to meet up with Princess Flatboard and the 

rest of them? I can ask Wenyuan to show you around." 

"Alright! I like those two ladies!" 

On the street. 

Chen Xiaobei realized that there were more people this time as compared to this two previous trips. 

Clearly, they were attracted by the upcoming super auction that was going to be held on Paradise Island. 

After all, foreigners do not celebrate the Lunar New Year. That was why they had so much time in hand 

to come to attend this auction. 

Other than then Ambergris, there were a couple more valuable items from all over the world to be 

auctioned off during the auction as well. Clearly, this had definitely attracted a decent amount of 

potential buyers. Looking at the many different skin tones and attire, NeZha could not help but 

constantly ask Chen Xiaobei questions, which he was patient enough to answer. 

"The one with a dark skin tone is an African! Judging from his attire, I think he is one of those sheikhs! In 

their tribe, a sheikh is as powerful as a king!" 

"And that group of men over there with goatees and women with veils—they are Arabians! Normally, 

they get rich by selling petroleum! They are the definition of filthy rich!" 

"The group of people over with suit and ties are European. I think you should be able to recognize 

them." 

Nodded, NeZha had remembered everything that Chen Xiaobei just told him. 

"Bro Bei, just now I saw a couple of people with black hair and yellow skin. Are they Chinese?" 

"I think so. Judging from the aura emanates from them, I'm pretty sure they are from ancient factions!" 

"Ancient faction? What is that?" 

"Tomorrow, I'm going to auction a piece of thousand years old Ambergris. And this is the thing that 

everybody dreamed of! Ancient factions in Jianghu will never miss this golden opportunity! Regular folk 

would not have the money to buy this item! Only ancient factions are equipped with enough financial 

power to do so!" 

"I see… Bro Bei! That group of people looks so weird! Their skin and hair color are like us, the Chinese. 

However, their attire is really different from ours! I wonder where they come from." 

"The attire that they are wearing is called the kimono. That is the traditional clothing of Japan!" 

"Japan? Strange… That Japanese lady looks really familiar to me." 



"Familiar? Could she be a special actress?" 

Taken aback, Chen Xiaobei took a quick glance at her. There were a total of five men and one woman 

standing there. Two out of the four men looked like security guards. Judging from their Qi, one could tell 

that they were some kind of powerful elites. And for the man that stood at the front, he looked like he 

was in his twenties. He had a very handsome look and a healthy figure. It was as if he could go and act in 

a movie without putting up any makeup. 

However, the Qi exuded right out from his body was not that impressive. With that being said, there was 

a high chance that he was not a powerful Jianghu elite. The fact that he could step on Paradise Island 

with four bodyguards protecting him – he should be some kind of powerful personnel. Normally this 

kind of people was not compulsory to go through intensive training to improve themselves. First, there 

would be always people around him to protect him. Secondly, no one in their right mind would dare to 

offend people like him. 

"Eh?" 

Immediately, Chen Xiaobei placed his attention on a woman that wore a kimono with cherry blossom 

patterns. She was rather tall, with the proportions of breasts, waists, and bottom giving her an hour-

glass figure. With that kimono, she looked like some kind of supermodel. Her long and black hair that 

cascaded down her back made her gave her the appearance of a mature woman. With the combination 

of her long and curly eyelashes, seductive eyes, and sexy lips, she would not have needed to lift a finger 

for all men to fall for her. 

Needless to say, the woman that stood in front of Chen Xioabei was a masterpiece! 

A perfect lover in the minds of countless men! 

All the people that walked on the street were not ordinary people—they had seen a lot of beauties 

throughout their lives. However, all the men that walked past her could not help but feel lustful. On the 

other hand, Chen Xioabei was completely different from other men. 

"Little Fox," said Chen Xiaobei in a light and amused tone. 

"Who is Little Fox?" asked NeZha. 

"She is someone that I knew a long time ago. And she had done something naughty with me. Damn! I 

really miss those times!" said Chen Xiaobei with a smirk. 

That was right! That woman was Demonic Fox that Chen Xiaobei met at Green Vine City some time ago. 

She did have a Japanese name. Her name is Sakuragi Ikeo! As for the naughty stuff that she did with 

Chen Xiaobei… Well, it was really naughty… Other men would get super jealous of him if they knew 

about it… 

"Okay. I think she looks really familiar to me. However, I just can't recall who she is." 

NeZha tilted his head to think about it. Still, he could not find the answer that he wanted. 

"Let's follow them. Maybe you can remember it halfway!" 



Feeling curious, Chen Xiaobei wondered if NeZha really knew Demonic Fox. And he was looking forward 

to an opportunity to be alone with her. 

It would be great if Chen Xiaobei can do something naughty with her again! 

"Alright! Let's follow her!" 

NeZha had no idea that Chen Xiaobei wanted to have sex with Demonic Fox. Without thinking twice, he 

did what Chen Xiaobei suggested. After that, Chen Xiaobei and NeZha began tailing them from a safe 

distance. 

Soon, the opportunity arrived! 

"Hikawa-san. I need to use the washroom," said Demonic Fox in a feminine manner. 

"Alright. Off you go. I will wait for you at the tailor shop." 

The handsome Japanese man nodded and said. 

"NeZha. Stay here and enjoy yourself for a while. I have to take a leak." said Chen Xiaobei. 

He then rushed to the washroom with a smirk on his face. 
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Chapter 797: I Want to Have Sex with You When I See You 

Demonic Fox locked the door once she went into the cubicle. 

" Sigh … It's hard to act like an elegant lady…" 

She then used her fair and elegant hand to loosen the belt on her waist. She could finally let out a sigh of 

relieve after putting up an act for the whole day. 

*Klak* 

Suddenly, the locked door was being opened from the outside. 

"Who goes there?!" 

Taken aback, Demonic Fox did not call out for help like what ordinary girl would do. Instead, she raised 

her fists and prepared to attack the person. 

"Damn! It seems like your cultivation has improved a lot!" 

Immediately, Chen Xiaobei pushed his way into the cubicle. In an instant, he held on to Demonic Fox's 

fist with one of his hands. He then used the other hand to lock the door. 

"Why are you here?!" 

The moment Demonic Fox saw Chen Xiaobei's face, she was shaken to her core. To her surprise, she had 

never thought that she would meet her worst nightmare here. 

That's right! Her worst nightmare was not an exaggeration! That was how she saw Chen Xiaobei! She 

was forced to do something dirty twice during her previous encounters with Chen Xiaobei. After that, 
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she witnessed Chen Xiaobei kill a dozen Japanese samurais and break one of the most powerful katanas 

in Japan—Time Rain! In the end, he used his sword to kill Shangben Wangba! One of the most powerful 

samurais in Japan! The 'worst nightmare' was the only way she could describe Chen Xiaobei. 

"Little Fox. We have not met for a very time. I'm surprised that you still can recognize me. I bet you have 

been missing me a lot!" 

With a smile, Chen Xiaobei moved his body forward and pressed Demonic Fox on the wall. 

"Let me go… Let me…" 

No matter how hard she tried, she realized that she could not use her strength to free herself from Chen 

Xiaobei. 

"How is this even possible? My cultivation and combat power have improved a lot! How is it possible 

that I can't free myself from you?!" said Demonic Fox in a baffled manner. 

Ding! 

[Cultivation: Pinnacle phase of Qi refining stage. Health: 20,000. Combat power: 20,000 (+7,000)!] 

Taken aback, Chen Xiaobei could not help but ask. 

"Did you encounter some magical incidents? I can see that your cultivation has improved a lot as 

compared to the last time I saw you! This is truly unbelievable!" 

"What a hypocrite! You are the one that stopped me from moving around! Why are you telling me that 

my cultivation has improved a lot? Are you trying to praise yourself for being more powerful than me?! 

Damn it!" 

Looking at Chen Xiaobei furiously with her beautiful eyes, Demonic Fox wanted to rip Chen Xiaobei apart 

with her teeth. 

"Haha… Of course I'm more powerful than you! After all, I'm a number one genius in this universe! My 

talented mind allows me to do everything easily! So don't get jealous over me!" said Chen Xiaobei with a 

smirk. 

"Psst… I'm not going to get jealous over you! As long as I can purchase the ten-thousand-year-old 

Ambergris, I will be able to achieve True Nirvana Stage! By that time, I will definitely give you a good 

beating!" 

"Damn! Since when you are rich enough to buy the ten-thousand-year-old Ambergris? It seems like you 

have gotten really lucky recently. What have you encountered? Tell me now!" 

"It's none of your business! Let me go! I will scream for help if you still refuse to let me go!" 

"Are you trying to threaten me? 

"Go ahead and scream for help! Please scream as loud as possible! When your lover boy comes to me, I 

will tell me him all the dirty stuff that we did together!" 

"How dare you?!" 



With her body shaking uncontrollably, Demonic Fox's face started to redden. 

The thing that she did to Chen Xiaobei was just too sexually explicit to be mentioned. The phrase 'open 

your mouth' was a terrifying nightmare that haunted her every single night. Until now, she could still 

remember it clearly. As frustrated as she was, Demonic Fox still could not figure out why would she said 

yes to Chen Xiaobei's ridiculous demand. Also, she did it twice! 

"Don't challenge me! I will tell them everything if you dare to shout for help!" 

"Don't threaten me!" 

"This is what you do to me just now. I'm just doing what you did to me!" 

"What do you want from me?!" 

With her lips pursed, Demonic Fox had given up on fighting Chen Xioabei. 

"I want to touch your body first since I have not met you for such a long time. I want to see if your figure 

is more voluptuous as compared to the last time I touched your body…" 

Chen Xiaobei then extended his hands and started to ravage her body – with a layer of kimono that was 

made of soft fabric between them. 

The sensitivity of her body caused her to shake lightly. 

"If Hikawa Okazaka knows what you did to me, he will definitely kill you!" 

"I would rather choose to be killed if I get to enjoy a masterpiece like you! Back to some serious 

questions, I'm surprised that your body is still so sensitive! That means you are still a virgin! Since that 

Hikawa Okazaka is willing to kill for you, why did he refrain from having sex with you? Could he be a 

eunuch as well? How can the lust not take over him when facing a masterpiece like you?!" 

"Hmph! He is my fiancé! Of course, he will kill for me! Manners is everything in Japan! He will not do 

anything that is outside of the boundary! We have not even held hands!" 

"Damn! This is really interesting!" 

"I thought Japan is a kingdom of pornography! Since when you guys care about this thing? This is 

definitely new to me!" 

"You…" 

Demonic Fox was so angry that she almost coughed out a mouthful of blood. She was rendered 

speechless after Chen Xiaobei mentioned the pornography in Japan. 

"To me, I think he doesn't even care about manners. He is afraid of the person behind you! There must 

be someone powerful taking care of you! If not, he would not hesitate to have sex with you hundreds of 

times!" 

"Why are you so rude?" 

Demonic Fox wanted to vent her anger but her body was slowly losing all the strength because of the 

way Chen Xiaobei was fondling her. 



"You are like a drug to me. The kind of drug that can trigger my lust! I just want to have sex with you 

whenever I see you! Can you feel my lust burning?!" said Chen Xiaobei in a husky tone. His mouth was 

parched and his tongue was scorched. 

"You asshole!" 

Demonic Fox began to moan as her delicate skin was slowly turning red. With Chen Xiaobei's body 

sticking close to her, she could feel that his private part was aroused. 

"Come!" 

Chen Xiaobei winked at Demonic Fox. 

"Come?" 

"You know exactly what I want right now…" 

"Go and kill yourself! I will not say yes to you this time!" 

"Alright. Well, I'm pretty free right now. I think I should tell your fiancé about the love stories between 

us!" 

Chen Xiaobei was ready to leave the cubicle. 

"Asshole! Come back here! This will be the last time I do this for you! There will be no next time! If you 

make such request again when I achieve True Nirvana Stage, I will definitely kill you!" 

"Alright! This will be the last time!" 

Clearly, Chen Xioabei would want more of it in the future. 

Demonic Fox then lowered her body and started to do what she did to Chen Xiaobei last time. The 

euphoria that Chen Xiaobei experienced was so good that he lost himself in it. 
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Chapter 798: He is Pathetic Enough 

Chen Xiaobei felt refreshed after Demonic Fox did him the favor. Meanwhile, Demonic Fox quickly 

straighten her clothes. Right at this moment, he could not think straight anymore. All she wanted to do 

was to get away from Chen Xiaobei as soon as possible. 

"Hey. Give me your phone number!" said Chen Xiaobei with a smile while leaning against the wall. 

"Why do you want my number?" 

"How am I going to call you out if I don't have your number?" said Chen Xiaobei playfully. 

"F*ck you! There's no next time!" 

"Take my number and you can look for my help next time if you are in trouble," Chen Xiaobei removed 

his wicked grin and said seriously. 

"Do you really think I'm that stupid? I know you want me to become your friend with benefits!" 
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"Then, you should just take down my number, 13888XXXXXX. Just call me when you are alone and need 

company! I will bear full responsibility of you!" 

"My fiancé loves me a lot! And he treats me really well too! You don't have to bear any responsibility! I 

will be really grateful if you can just get out of my life!" 

"Alright. As you wish." 

"Stupid asshole!" 

Demonic Fox stomped on the ground and scolded Chen Xiaobei. Right after Chen Xiaobei left, she could 

feel that something important had just disappeared from her life. Also, she could not figure out the 

reason behind it. Earlier, when she did Chen Xiaobei's the naughty favor, she could feel that the chain on 

her was broken. It was really relaxing and exciting. She even felt like she wanted to do it again. 

"Oh god! What the hell am I thinking… Maybe I've been deprived for far too long… Acting like a gentle 

lady has caused me to be this way. Right! That must be it! That is why the temporary freedom that I had 

just now made me feel relaxed and excited! But, there will be no next time! Hisaki-san and Master treat 

me really well. And the most important thing is I have already been given the title, the Holy Lady of 

Divine Royal Sect. The whole of Japan will be shocked if they knew the things that I did in secret! Okay! I 

have to make sure that there I won't make such mistake again!" said Demonic Fox in a determined 

manner. 

She then walked out from the washroom. 

"Bro Bei. What took you so long? I almost fell asleep here!" 

One of NeZha's hand was holding ice-cream and his other was holding popcorn. Clearly, he was enjoying 

himself. Seeing that Chen Xiaobei had come out from the washroom, he quickly strode toward him. 

"Because I'm a man that can last really long! Where did you get all those snacks?" 

"There were two European ladies said that I'm really adorable. They then went ahead and bought me all 

these snacks. You have to know that you were gone for almost an hour. The two ladies were kind 

enough to keep me company while you were gone." 

"You could understand their language?" 

"The two of them know Mandarin. They even taught me English. And they complimented me for being a 

quick learner." 

"Geez! You are really good around women! In heaven, you get to be treated well by a group of 

goddesses. And when you are on earth, you get to be treated well by some foreign ladies!" 

"You are exaggerating. There are only Sister Chang'e, Sister Zixia, Sister Qing Xia, Sister Zhinv, Sister 

Qinglian, the princess, seconds, princess… seventh princess…" 

"Alright! Stop! Are you done?! 

"Bastard! You are now showing off in front of me!" 

"Hehe… They are all my sisters! How about that Japanese lady? Did we lose her?" 



NeZha was smiling happily. Suddenly, he thought of something important. 

"No. We did not lose her. She is just right over there!" 

Chen Xiaobei pointed at the other direction. At that moment, Demonic Fox had already reunited with 

Hisaki. Just when they were about to leave the place, Hisaki saw that Chen Xiaobei was pointing at 

Demonic Fox. 

"Stupid bastard! How dare he look at my woman?! I'm going to look for someone to kill him!" 

"Hisaki-san! This is Paradise Island! No one is allowed to fight here! Let's just leave! We shouldn't get be 

on the same level as those low-lifes!" said Demonic Fox. 

"Tsk… For the sake of you, I'm willing to spare his life!" 

It seemed that Hisaki was embarrassed by it. Following that, he brought Demonic Fox and his 

bodyguards to leave the place. 

It was clear that Hisaki was spoilt since he was still a kid. That was why did not see the value in a man's 

life! But, when he heard the name Paradise Island, he immediately stopped fooling around. In front of 

others, he said that he did it for Demonic Fox. Truthfully, he was actually afraid of Rothschild Family. 

From here, one could see that Focker and Hades were still actually pretty powerful! No matter how 

powerful Hisaki was, he had to take a step back regardless! 

... 

"Bro Bei! I think that Japanese is chiding you! Aren't you angry?" 

"Not at all! He is actually pretty pathetic. We should be nice to him!" 

"Why is he pathetic? I don't see it!" 

"Well, I made someone that he loves cheat on him thrice! Tell me. Isn't he pathetic? Hahaha…" 

Considering that he had engaged in sexual activity with Demonic Fox three times, it was absolutely not 

necessary for Chen Xiaobei to lust over Demonic Fox anymore. Hisaki was the type that stuck by the 

rules. He would die from anger if he knew the cold hard truth about his fiancé. Also, Chen Xiaobei just 

had fun with his fiancé– torturing him more would be inhumane. In other words, he decided to let him 

live for now! 

"Bro Bei. Cheated on him three times? What do you mean by that?" 

NeZha was like a newborn baby. He felt curious all the time toward the thing that he did not know. 

"This… We can talk about it later! Come with me!" 

Using his hand to dismiss the talk, Chen Xiaobei then walked toward a shop that sold female clothes. 

"Why are we going there? Bro Bei! Are we not going to tail the Japanese lady anymore?" 

Feeling baffled, NeZha did not know what to do anymore but follow Chen Xiaobei's from behind. 

...….. 



The name of the shop that sells female clothing was called Azure Silk. They were famous for their 

luxurious tailor-made clothing. And there was a group of people inside the shop. They were all 

youngsters speaking Mandarin. 

"Shimei Lin, just pick a few clothes! Sifu has told us to take good care of you! There is nowhere else on 

this earth that you can buy clothes that are sold in this shop!" said a good-looking lady with a smile. 

From the way she talked, one could tell that she was a very materialistic woman. 

"I will help you to dress nicely and put some makeup on you tomorrow. You can become a phoenix if 

you are spotted by some powerful individuals! You can then enjoy wealthy lifestyle! And you don't have 

to stay on that stupid island and torture yourself!" 

"Shijie Wei, I really don't want to buy the clothing here…" 

Shimei Lin shook her head. Seemingly, she was rather timid. 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 799: That Attire Is Not for Humans 

If Shijie Wei was a top-tier beauty then Shimei Lin was classified as a goddess! Her perfectly molded face 

and fair skin were enough to make her stand out in the crowd. What made her attractive to all the men 

was her perfect body figure! Her slim waist, long legs, and voluptuous bottom made her the ideal lover 

of every man. Her perky bosoms could make all war heroes bow down before her! 

Everyone including Shijie Wei and the other young ladies looked really dull in comparison to her. 

"Trust me! You need all these clothes! You are just too innocent! Attire is the factor that makes us even 

more attractive! You are blessed with beauty! With the help of a Divine Silk nightgown, you will be able 

to make every man fall for you tomorrow night!" 

"I won't be going if it'll be crowded. I don't want… I don't want to mingle with people that I don't know." 

"Stop saying all these silly things! Do me a favor. Go and check out all those clothes. All the clothes here 

are made from premium quality Mt. Azure Frost Silk. And all of them are handmade! Only an emperor 

gets to enjoy this kind of material during ancient times!" 

Shijie Wei could not help but touch the long gown on display. 

"Look at the price! We will definitely not buy it if our Sifu did not offer to pay for us! An ordinary man 

would not be able to afford it even if he works for ten years!" 

"Shijie Wei. Please. I don't want to buy it. Let's just go!" 

Shimei Lin did not even look at the price tag. Clearly, she had no intention to stay here any longer. 

"Why can't you just work out something here with us? I have tried my best to convince you to buy it! 

But, you still insist on not buying it!" 

"I'm not being cooperative?" 

Taken aback, Shimei Lin had no idea that she was being uncooperative. In an instant, all the young ladies 

around her looked disgruntled. 
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'Did I just offended them?' 

"Stop playing dumb! Sifu is the one that asked us to bring you out to buy all these stuff! We won't be 

able to buy anything for ourselves if you refuse to buy anything here!" 

"Uhhh…" 

Finally, Shimei Lin realized their true intention. All those Shijie that came together with her wanted to 

take this golden opportunity to use the faction's money to buy something for themselves. If Shimei Lin 

refused to buy anything here, they would not have the excuse to spend the faction's money. That was 

why they were so annoyed with her. 

"You are such a hypocrite! No woman in this world would not get attracted by such beautiful clothing! I 

know you really want to buy it but you just refuse to admit it! You want Sifu to compliment you for 

being mature, right?" 

"No… I do not have such scheming thoughts!" 

Shimei Lin was frustrated that she did not know how to explain her behavior. At the same time, all the 

young ladies around her did not give her a chance to explain herself as well. 

"She is just lying to herself! What a hypocrite!" 

"She just used us to get compliments from Sifu! Bitch!" 

"I have never thought that she is this kind of person! I thought she was better than this!" 

...…. 

All the young ladies around her were on Shijie Wei's side. Like birds of a feather flock that together, they 

were all here to take advantage of her. Since their plan had failed, they would definitely put all the 

blame on Shimei Lin. 

"No… It's not what you think…" 

As a new member of the faction, she wanted to build a good relationship with all the other members. In 

circumstances like this, they were either misunderstanding her or accusing her for something that she 

did not do. So this made her felt really wronged by them. 

On the other hand, Shijie Wei had no intention to stop scolding her. 

"It's not what we think? Tell us then! What is your real intention?! Spill!" 

"I…" 

She was definitely stronger than before. This time, she managed to hold back her tears. However, her 

state of mind was still rather weak. She did not know what to say any more after being forced into a 

situation like this. 

"Bunch of bitches! Gold diggers! I know all of you want to buy the clothing here to show off to others! 

Why did you have to say that my Lin Xiang is a hypocrite? You guys should be ashamed of yourselves!" 

Chen Xiaobei marched toward Lin Xiang to protect her. 



"Xiaobei!" 

Taken aback, Lin Xiang stared at the hero in front of her and smiled gently. 

"Who the hell are you?" 

Immediately, Shijie Wei and her followers shifted their attention toward Chen Xiaobei cautiously. After 

all, those who could step in Paradise Island were no ordinary people. Offended them could mean 

trouble. 

"I'm Xiang Xiang's man!" 

"Eh? Are you from an ancient faction?" asked Shijie Wei in a careful manner. 

"No. I'm just an ordinary citizen." 

"What the f*ck?! I thought you are some kind of big shot! In the end, you are just an ordinary stupid 

man! How dare you scold us?! It looks like you have a death wish!" 

Upon hearing that, the rest of the young ladies quickly treated Chen Xiaobei as their enemy and glared 

at him. To them, if Chen Xiaobei did come from an ancient faction, they were more than willing to get 

over with it. Things were as different when Chen Xiaobei mentioned to them that he was just an 

ordinary citizen that came from an ordinary city. 

"Hmph! I bet all he has is money! Or maybe he used Lin Xiang to come to this island!" 

"Stupid assholes like him can only be considered as a lowly servant on this island! There is no way that 

he can compare with all those people with immense power!" 

"Of course! I would have slapped him to death if Paradise Island did not prohibit us from fighting here! I 

bet I can squash him like an ant!" 

.... 

All of them started to mock Chen Xiaobei. Some of them even threatened to kill him. 

"My fellow Shijie! Xiaobei! Can you guys stop arguing?" 

Feeling nervous, she knew that one side was her friends and the other side was her lover. In order to 

keep both sides happy, she had decided to take a step back. 

"I will buy a skirt. Okay? You guys don't have to argue because of a small matter like this!" 

"That's what I like to hear! Just do what I tell you to do. Then, I will stop being on the same level with 

that ordinary man that comes from an ordinary place!" 

"Sisters! Pick your trophy!" 

Shijie Wei swung her hand and the crowd started to get really excited. It was as if they were pumped 

with adrenaline. 

"Hold on! Xiang Xiang! Why do you have to force yourself to do something that you don't like? No one 

should wear trash attire like that!" 



"Huh?" Lin Xiang exclaimed in surprise, not understanding what Chen Xiaobei was trying to imply. 

"Asshole! Are you mocking us?!" 

Seeing that they went crazy over the clothes in the shop, the thing that Chen Xiaobei just said was like 

invisible slaps on their faces. 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 800: I Can Do Whatever I Want with My Money 

Shijie Wei and her followers were so angry that they almost vomited blood. All of them were glaring at 

Chen Xiaobei hatefully. 

"My fellow bitches… Why are you staring at me in such manner? You all are making me look like I refuse 

to pay after I *slap slap slap* you ladies." 

"What did you just say? Refuse to pay us after sex with you? You bastard! You are calling us whores, 

right?! You are so dead…" 

"Damn… Bunch of bitches with dirty minds!" 

"Those slaps refer to the ones I put on your faces! What the hell are you guys thinking about? As 

women, you shouldn't have such dirty minds! How will you ever get married in future?" 

*Blarrgghh* 

Shijie Wei and the rest of them almost coughed out a mouthful of warm blood to the ceiling. 

"You are the dirty one! All your family members are born with dirty minds! My marriage is none of your 

business! Go and die!" 

"Damn! You have to stop being so being so aggressive! Why do you have to rush to defend yourself? 

Could it be you are actually a whore but you are too embarrassed to tell us the truth?" 

"Y-you... You are one bastard with a foul mouth! You f*cking piss me off! We are going to kill you today 

no matter what!" 

Upon hearing Chen Xiaobei's statement, the group of young ladies was so pissed that it was as though 

their menstrual blood rushed to their brain and was on the verge of exploding. Screaming hysterically, 

all of them wanted to rip Chen Xiaobei into pieces. 

"Who are you guys? How dare you make a ruckus in my shop? Believe it or not, I'm going to call Hades' 

Enforcers to kick you guys off this island!" 

Suddenly, a very handsome young man strode toward them. Judging from his facial features, he looked 

very much like European. However, his skin color and hair color indicated that he was an Asian. After 

hearing him speaking Mandarin fluently, one could tell that he was of mixed parentage. 

"Brother Wayson! You are in the shop all this while? I felt disappointed just now because I didn't get to 

see you." 

The moment Shijie Wei saw that guy, she transformed from an angry lioness to a seductive feline. 
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"Oh. It's Sister Shenjing." 

"I did promise you guys earlier that I'm going to treat the entire Tidal Faction a good Lunar New Year Eve 

meal. I was going through some preparation just now! Now, everything is done. That's why I dropped by 

at my shop to do a routine check." 

"Brother Wayson! You treat our Shijie Wei really well! We are so jealous of her!" the group of ladies said 

in unison. 

Upon hearing that, Shijie Wei's face started to flush. 

"Shijie Wei? Wei Shenjing? Hahaha..." Chen Xiaobei could not help but laugh. 

"Bastard! What are you laughing at?" 

"No… Nothing… I just think your name is really special…" Chen Xiaobei was trying really hard to hold 

back his laughter. 

"Who do you think you are? Why are you being so rude?" Wayson narrowed his eyes at Chen Xiaobei. 

"I'm a nobody. I don't think you will know my name! Can I ask for your name instead?" 

"Hmph! I knew it! You are just a worthless small fry! How can you not know Wayson Kim?" 

Seemingly, he was a reputable person on Paradise Island. 

"Haha… Wayson Kim? That's your real name?" 

"Yes! What so weird about it? I'm of mixed descent! My Chinese name is Jin Senwei! My English name is 

Wayson Kim!" 

"Hahaha! You are a perfect match for Shijie Wei!"Chen Xiaobei said while laughing in a hysterical 

manner. 

"Finally, you say something nice about us! Brother Wayson is my boyfriend!" said Wei Shenjing while 

smiling proudly. 

"Not only could I tell that you both are a couple, but I also know what you name you would give your 

future child!" 

"How is that even possible?" 

Wei Shenjing and Wayson gave each other puzzled glances. 

"Wei Shenjing plus Wayson Kim! You are going to name your child, Da Yima! Hahahahaha!" 

*Pffffft* 

In an instant, everyone roared with laughter. Meanwhile, Wei Shenjing and Wayson Kim were left in a 

furious state. 

"Stop laughing! It's not funny at all! Which side are you guys on?!" Wei Shenjing shouted at her 

"besties". Still, the group of young ladies could not help but laugh till tears rolled down their cheeks. 



"Asshole! I think you have a serious death wish! Apologize to me right now! If not, I will call the Hades 

Enforcers to come here to remove you from this island!" Wayson chided. 

"Brother Wayson! Don't give him a chance to redeem himself! Just throw him off this island right away! 

You have no idea how mean he acted toward me just now! He called me a whore! And he mentioned 

that all the clothing here are equivalent to trash and it's not designed for humans!" 

"What?! How dare he say that all my Divine Silk clothes are trash?!" 

"Son of a bitch! Don't you know that my blood, sweat, and tears went into this business?! Every single 

clothing item here is extremely exquisite! The price of any skirt here is enough to buy a house at Dragon 

City! I dare you to call it trash again!" 

"Are houses in Dragon City expensive? To me, buying a house in Dragon City is like going to the store to 

buy groceries!" 

"Motherf*cker! Stop trying to act like a filthy rich tycoon in front of me! Buying a house like buying 

groceries?! Do you really think you are the richest person on this planet earth?!" 

"Well, I still cannot be considered the richest person on this planet earth. But I believe that I can buy out 

your shop easily!" 

"F*ck you! The total asset in my shop worth around eight billion! I will bang my head into the wall if you 

can come out with the money to buy my shop!" 

"Brother Wayson. Relax! You don't have to get angry over people like him! He is just a low-life that lives 

in an ordinary city! I don't think he even earned the right to step foot on this island! There's no way that 

he can buy your shop!" said Wei Shenjing. 

"That's right! This asshole is just trying to act tough! He will show his true colors once he is forced into a 

corner!" 

"I know you can't afford the clothes here! But, you have no right to say that the clothes here are trash! 

You are the kind of person that I hate the most!" 

"Stooping to your level will lower our status!" 

Again, all the young ladies started to take turns to mock Chen Xiaobei. 

"Hehe… Since none of you believe in me, I shall do the transaction now!" said Chen Xiaobei with a smile. 

He was just too lazy to argue with them. 

"How… How is this even possible…?" 

Everyone including Lin Xiang looked bewildered. 

'That is a total of eight billion of USD! That is equivalent to fifty-three billion yuan! How is possible that 

Chen Xiaobei has so much money in his bank account?! Even if he has that kind of money, it's not wise 

for him to spend them like that!' 

"Cut the crap! Just tell me your bank account number! I'm so going to slap all your faces today!" 


